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MER Science GoalMER Science Goal

““Determine the aqueous, climatic, Determine the aqueous, climatic, 
and geologic history of two sites on and geologic history of two sites on 

Mars where conditions may have Mars where conditions may have 
been favorable to the preservation of been favorable to the preservation of 

evidence of preevidence of pre--biotic or biotic biotic or biotic 
processes.processes.””



Mars Exploration Rover Launches: Mars Exploration Rover Launches: 
June 10 and July 7, 2003June 10 and July 7, 2003
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The Landing SitesThe Landing Sites
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Spirit: Gusev CraterSpirit: Gusev Crater
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Gusev Traverse Plan
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Looking South









Phreatomagmatic EruptionsPhreatomagmatic Eruptions

Terrestrial phreatomagmatic eruptions occur when ascending Terrestrial phreatomagmatic eruptions occur when ascending 
magma contacts ground water, ice and or wet sediments magma contacts ground water, ice and or wet sediments 
resulting in an explosion and forming one of the following resulting in an explosion and forming one of the following 
volcanic edifices; tuff cones, tuff rings and maars. volcanic edifices; tuff cones, tuff rings and maars. 

Tuff cones and tuff rings form by shallow explosions and tend Tuff cones and tuff rings form by shallow explosions and tend 
to have finer grained deposits with better sorting than maars to have finer grained deposits with better sorting than maars 
which are formed by deeper more powerful eruptions.which are formed by deeper more powerful eruptions.



Deposits of Deposits of 
Phreatomagmatic EruptionsPhreatomagmatic Eruptions

Well developed beds ranging in thickness fromWell developed beds ranging in thickness from
a few millimeters to several tens of centimeters. a few millimeters to several tens of centimeters. 

Profusion of numerous thin beds is result of a largeProfusion of numerous thin beds is result of a large
number of short eruptive pulses. number of short eruptive pulses. 

Bedding varies from plane parallel to crossbedded. Bedding varies from plane parallel to crossbedded. 

Lapilli and bomb sags are commonlyLapilli and bomb sags are commonly
associated with phreatomagmatic depositsassociated with phreatomagmatic deposits



Home PlateHome Plate
Roughly circular shaped, layered, plateauRoughly circular shaped, layered, plateau

structure ~3 m high and 90 m diameter.structure ~3 m high and 90 m diameter.

Composed of two main units (Barnhill andComposed of two main units (Barnhill and

Rogan) with inward dipping beds and cappedRogan) with inward dipping beds and capped

with basaltic rocks.with basaltic rocks.



Rogan UnitRogan Unit

Barnhill UnitBarnhill Unit





Barnhill UnitBarnhill Unit
Lower most unit with Lower most unit with alternating coarsealternating coarse
and fine parallel layers and fine parallel layers 

Bomb sagBomb sag

Subrounded to rounded grainsSubrounded to rounded grains
(accretionary lapilli) 0.5 to 3mm(accretionary lapilli) 0.5 to 3mm





Bomb Sags

Bomb sags characteristic of hydrovolcanic deposits. Amount of water
necessary for soft sediment deformation in fine-grained sediment
is about 15-20% (Heiken, 1971)
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Spirit Was Dirty Until…



A Miracle Occurred
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And as the Sun Sinks Slowly 
in the West .   .   .


